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Welcome to the 

September edition of 

the ASTL Newsletter.

We have a packed 

edition this month, 

including a welcome 

to our three new 

executive board 

members, details of the agenda for our Annual 

Conference next month, and the results of our 

latest data survey.

There are also pieces by CG&Co on property 

receivership in 2022, and by Brightstone Law on 

how a bridging loan can go badly wrong if the 

correct processes aren’t followed.

We hope you find the newsletter interesting and 

informative. We love to hear from you so, if you 

have any comments, or would like to register your 

interest to contribute in the future, please contact 

Alex Hammond (alex@alsocomms.com).

Welcome to our new executive board 
members

ASTL UPDATES The new board members are:

 ■ Jamie Pritchard, Sales Director at Glenhawk

 ■ Sabinder Robinson-Sandhu, Head of 

Operations & Marketing at Avamore Capital

 ■ Mark Stokes, Chief Commercial Officer at 

United Trust Bank

The new members of the board took up their 

responsibilities from 1st September, replacing 

James Bloom – Director at Alternative Bridging

We recently announced the appointment of 

three new members to our executive board 

following an election amongst our members, 

which featured a record number of candidates 

and votes.

https://theastl.org/
mailto:alex%40alsocomms.com?subject=
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Corporation, Gavin Diamond – CEO at Spring 

Finance, and Alan Margolis, who all retire from 

their executive duties for the association, having 

served their maximum terms.

Jamie, Sabinder and Mark will join existing 

executive committee members Steve Barber – 

Managing Owner at Bridging Finance Solutions, 

Ray Cohen – Director at Jackson Cohen Associates, 

and Scott Marshall – Managing Director at Roma 

Finance.

Vic Jannels, CEO of the ASTL says: “Firstly, I would 

like to thank everyone who participated in the 

election for the three executive board vacancies. 

The number of candidates and votes were at 

an extremely high level, which demonstrates 

the support we continue to enjoy in keeping our 

association meaningful in the sector.” 

“I would also like to say a huge thank you to the 

retiring executive board members, James Bloom, 

Gavin Diamond and Alan Margolis, all of whom 

have provided outstanding support and service 

to the ASTL in recent years. I am personally very 

grateful for their encouragement and guidance 

and respect the huge contribution they have 

made to the Association during their term of 

service.”

“And, of course, I would like to thank Jamie 

Pritchard, Sabinder Robinson-Sandhu and Mark 

Stokes for committing their time and energies to 

helping lead the ASTL. We have an exciting year 

ahead, with our Conference in October and the 

launch of the short term lending industry’s first 

education programme, as well as the launch 

of our first White Paper on Bridging Finance. 

This activity wouldn’t be possible without the 

contribution of our members, associate members 

and executive team and we will continue to do all 

we can to support the interests of the short term 

lending industry and our customers.”

Annual Conference
The ASTL Annual Conference is back and will 

take place on Thursday 20th October 2022 at RSA 

House in Central London.

We’ve prepared a packed speaker programme for 

the conference, which includes:

 ■ An overview of the market and current ASTL 

activity

 ■ Introduction of the Benson Hersch Memorial 

Bursary

 ■ Launch of the ASTL White Paper on Bridging 

Finance

 ■ Launch of our Short Term Lending Educational 

Programme

 ■ Julian Healey, CEO if NARA Association of 

Property and Fixed Charge Receivers talking 

about recovery in the current environment

 ■ Adrian Maloney, Group Intermediary Director 

at OSB Group, talking about the market from a 

lender’s viewpoint

 ■ Lucian Cook, Head of UK Residential Research 

at Savills, talking about the outlook for 

property and the future make-up of the high 

street

You have hopefully already received your invitation 

to attend. Places are limited and we encourage 

everyone to register as soon as possible to avoid 

disappointment. You can view the full agenda and 

register online now at https://astlconference.co.uk

https://astlconference.co.uk 
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Lending Data
The results of our latest lending survey show that 

completions and loan books all rebounded Q2 

2022.

The figures, compiled by auditors from data 

provided by members of the ASTL, show that 

bridging completions were just over £1.2bn in 

the quarter ending June 2022, an increase of 

17.4% on the previous quarter. This means that 

completions have now been more than £1bn for 

five consecutive quarters.

Bridging applications rose considerably to £7.5bn, 

an increase of 18.7% compared to the quarter 

ended March 2022, and the size of loan books 

has also risen, reaching a new high of just under 

£6.1bn.

Vic Jannels, CEO of the ASTL says: “The latest ASTL 

Data Survey shows a very strong set of results, 

with bridging applications, completions and loan 

books all rebounding significantly on the first 

quarter of the year. As a result, the value of loan

books has now reached a record level of more 

than £6bn. This demonstrated the resilient nature 

of this market, which continues to grow and 

mature, attracting a wider number of customers.”

“However, there is reason for caution. The value of 

loans has started to rise, as have repossessions, 

and in the current economic climate, it is vital that 

bridging lenders continue to operate in a way that 

is responsible and sustainable. At the ASTL, we 

are helping the market to achieve this sustainable 

growth. Not only do our members commit to 

behaving in line with our strict Code of Conduct, 

but we are also working together with our 

colleagues at the Financial Intermediary & Broker 

Association (FIBA) and the London Institute of 

Banking & Finance (LIBF) on the delivery of an 

optional e-learning course later this year that will 

help to ensure minimum standards across our 

industry.”

HAVE YOUR SAY

Property Receivership in 2022: How 
the war in Ukraine must influence 
lenders’ decisions

Edward Gee, Property Receiver and Insolvency 

Practitioner at CG&Co & associate member of the 

ASTL

It’s now patently true that the war in Ukraine will 

not be over quickly. 

When Russia invaded Ukraine on February 

24, Vladimir Putin expected the invasion to be 

accomplished within several days. Several months 

later, it seems entirely possible that this horrific
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war could last into next year.

This fact gives rise to a simple question. Although 

primarily a humanitarian crisis, just how much 

damage will the war in Ukraine do to Britain’s 

economy?

The answer clearly depends on precisely how 

long the conflict lasts. Nonetheless, the National 

Institute for Economic and Social Research (NIESR) 

has estimated that the war will have wiped $1.5tn 

(£1.2tn) off the global economy by the end of 2022.

This is due to “the resultant rapid increases in the 

prices of oil, gas, wheat and other commodities” 

which have “substantially changed the near-

term economic outlook, raising inflation, while 

heightening uncertainty and downside risks to 

economic activity.”

To place that headline figure of £1.2tn in context, 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) currently 

puts the worldwide cost of the pandemic at £10tn. 

Based on that figure, the war will have cost the 

global economy over 10% of what the pandemic 

cost by the end of the year.

Separately, the head of the World Bank has 

warned that Russia’s invasion of Ukraine could 

cause a global recession as the price of food, 

energy and fertiliser jump. With rising interest 

rates combining with these inflationary pressures 

to impact people’s disposable income even more, 

there’s clearly going to be an increasing number of 

repossessions.

Consequently, it’s essential that lenders remain 

on top of underperforming and default loans - 

especially those where the term has expired, and 

they wish to allocate those funds to new deals.

Throughout the pandemic, CG&Co has been 

fully committed to the earliest engagement 

and negotiation with borrowers. And we’ve no 

intention of deviating from this approach in the 

future. At this point in time, we simply don’t know 

for definite how much damage the war in Ukraine 

will ultimately do to Britain’s economy. But lenders 

resolutely need the most proactive property 

receivers working on their behalf throughout 

these uncertain times – and beyond.

The bridging case that turned the 
gamekeeper into a poacher

Jonathan Newman, Senior Partner at Brightstone 

Law

Everyone with a vested interest in bridging 

finance ought to be concerned with the 

reputation of the sector, good practice, and 

customer outcome, as I do. 

So, after referral from a hugely well-known 

operator in the space, I first met Mrs A. A genuine 

trusting individual terribly let down, by a deceitful 

husband, an aggressive unregulated lender 

undertaking bridging finance on onerous beyond 

market range terms, and two sets of lawyers, one 

front-end, the second back-end, both professing 

experience, but both out of their depth. Between 

them, they managed to leave this borrower 

homeless and destitute.
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This case represented almost everything that 

could go wrong with a bridging loan, and so far 

as the bridging industry is concerned, presents a 

notable education opportunity for all lenders.

So, this gamekeeper became poacher. The 

litigation and its various strands ran for more than 

four years.

Mrs A – was wealthy in her own right, but under 

the controlling influence of her husband. He 

needed capital for a business venture and wanted 

to raise bridging finance on the large, and very 

valuable family home, which was her home, 

jointly owned, but the beneficial interest almost 

exclusively Mrs A’s. 

The lender with which he intended to take this 

finance was unregulated and an outsider to our 

market – lending terms spectacularly unattractive. 

What started as a relatively small initial balance 

had the potential to quadruple within 12 months. 

It displayed all the hallmarks of an unfair credit 

relationship.

Mrs A, of course, was not the borrower but 

required to charge her property. She was unaware 

of the precise terms of the loan and certain huge 

fees which fell due in certain circumstances. 

She had never seen a loan agreement and knew 

nothing of the detail.

The lender may have been an outlier on 

terms, but perfectly understood the value and 

importance of independent legal advice for her, 

and the protection that gave them against undue 

influence, if as it turned out to be the case, undue 

influence was present. So, the unscrupulous 

husband packs his wife into the car, arranges for 

a solicitor to attend for execution of the mortgage 

deed. The meeting lasted 10 minutes. There was 

no advice, she was not seen independently, nor 

was she presented with terms or an explanation 

of the terms. The conveyancer solicitor simply did 

not understand the importance of his retainer, or 

the requirements in such circumstances which are 

well documented by the Law Society. No retainer 

letter, no advice, no record of what he said or did – 

nothing.

The loan defaulted and the lender, supported by 

a very basic certificate, took action to recover the 

debt, and exorbitant fees, by pursing a possession 

claim.

Enter second solicitor. He’s an old friend of 

unscrupulous husband, and an experienced 

litigation solicitor. Husband did not inform Mrs A 

of default or the action being taken, but instructs 

solicitor to deal with possession and money 

claim. The solicitor does not contact Mrs A, is not 

engaged by her, and conducts a defence in her 

name, but without authority. He hasn’t bothered 

to investigate the circumstances giving rise to 

the mortgage, because he relies entirely on what 

he is told by the unscrupulous husband and he 

conducts an appalling defence. He has no feel or 

sense of what an unfair credit relationship is or 

looks like, and potential issues on regulation go 

above his head. The defence fails, and the home 

is repossessed. Mrs A hears of the repossession, 

just days before the bailiffs arrive. The defence 

may have been hugely lacking, but resulted in the 

lender racking up a huge amount of costs and 

expenses, which fell to be recovered from the sale 

proceeds; effectively Mrs A’s equity in the property.

Instructions came too late to injunct the sale, so 

how to right these wrongs?

We had multiple avenues to follow:

1. Freeze sale proceeds, and seek to set aside 

judgments, enter counterclaims and re-litigate 

issues which solicitor 2 failed to put before the 

court.

2. Pursue solicitor 1 for spectacular breach of 

Etridge responsibilities.

3. Pursue solicitor 2 for breach of warrant of 

authority and professional negligence which 

had contributed to leaving Mrs A in a much 

worse financial position.

So, by way of final outcome, I was able to achieve 

improved terms for settlement on the rogue 

lender’s claim just days before the court of appeal; 

and much needed substantial compensation from 

two sets of professional indemnity insurers just 

days before 7-day trial in the High Court. A happy 

ending, maybe. A fairer ending, certainly.
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Mrs A can now move on, with funds sufficient to 

rehouse herself. A salutary lesson learned by her, 

but additional lessons learned:

 ■ by a lender that the unregulated world is not 

the wild west where anything goes;

 ■ by two law firms, not to dabble in areas that 

they do not have the requisite experience for:

 ■ to the bridging world, process needs to be 

meticulously and professionally observed 

by all for effective lending without later 

damaging recourse.

So, what’s the education value for the industry?

This case clearly demonstrates the very important 

role of independent representation. It is not only a 

must, which can even get rogue lenders home on 

undue influence, it is also about the right outcome 

for the customer. It shows what needs to be done, 

and identifies the benefits of not only ILA but also 

the practical benefit for clear and comprehensive 

certificates covering Etridge guidelines.

For lenders, it shows how badly things can go 

when a bridging loan goes wrong, and the 

financial and resource cost if the process is not 

handled by professionals who know what they 

are doing and how to do it. This lender failed to 

get the recovery they bargained for. The steps 

solicitors put in place are not barriers to business, 

but measures to protect the customer, and this 

ultimately protects the lender. Nobody wants a 

bad customer outcome, not just for ideological 

reasons, but because nobody wins when this 

happens.

For our industry, it illustrates that we must not rest 

on our laurels. There are rogue players out there 

who harm and injure the reputation of short -term 

finance, which so many of us have fought so hard, 

to improve over the years.

It also demonstrates that the two elements 

of lending – origination and recovery – are 

inextricably linked. The lighter a lender’s process 

at the front end, the harder the recovery. And 

it is yet another example of the importance of 

working with professionals who are immersed 

in the market on a daily basis and completely 

understand the dynamics of bridging transactions. 

This experience means that potential issues can 

be recognised quickly.

I have spoken before about the dangers of ‘skinny 

lending’, where volume becomes the main driver, 

every part of the process becomes commoditised 

and transactional, and risk control and expertise 

are sacrificed, including the way in which a lender 

works with its partners, such as its legal advisers. 

This case is an example of skinny lending as well 

as an example of controlling influence, unfair 

credit and negligence. But the issues it raises 

are the types of issues that can be missed if the 

importance of investing in the correct checks and 

balances is under-estimated.

The facts are exceptional and extraordinary. 

That they are so reflects how well in general the 

industry does now take into the interests of the 

customer, and their protection. 

This was an important and educational case, with 

at the end an appreciably better outcome for the 

customer. But ultimately there were no out and 

out winners, and we, as an industry, can learn 

much from it.

UNTIL NEXT TIME

We hope you have enjoyed the latest edition 

of the ASTL newsletter. Remember, we value 

your feedback, so if you have any comments, 

questions, or would like to register your 

interest to contribute in the future, please 

contact Alex Hammond alex@alsocomms.com
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